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1. Summary 
Today, the European ceramic industry is facing several challenges that undermine the competitiveness of a 
traditionally proud sector of the European economy: stringent environmental legislation, dependence on 
non-European countries for the supply of raw materials and high energy costs. 

The LIFE ECONOMICK project “Energy consumption and CO2 and NOx emissions Minimized in an 
Intermittent Ceramic Kiln”, wanted to respond to these challenges by developing an innovative intermittent 
kiln for the production of ceramic for sanitary ware and tableware, which saves 45% of energy compared to 
the kilns currently on the market, thus ensuring lower costs and reduced environmental impacts. 

The activities carried out and the results obtained by LIFE ECONOMICK were presented at the final project 
conference entitled "A new intermittent kiln with high energy efficiency: opportunities and prospects for 
the ceramic industry", that took place on the 22th of March 2019.  The morning session was organized in 
SE.TE.C.’s training room, while in the afternoon a visit to the pilot kiln was organized. The main project 
results were shown and an interesting debate took place on the opportunities the technologies can offer to 
the ceramic sector and the challenges it has to face. About 65 participants assisted to the conference, 
amongst which ceramic producers, policy makers and a high school class, demonstrating a vivid interest.  
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2. Introduction 
The final conference, organized by SE.TE.C. with the collaboration of Life Cycle Engineering and KERASAN, 
aimed to present the results of the creation of a prototype energy efficient kiln and of its trials and 
demonstrations in the targeted industries to a diversified audience of ceramic producers, local and regional 
authorities, media and students.   

The purposes of the final conference were: 

• to share with managers and technicians of the ceramic sector the results achieved with the new kiln 
and the opportunities it could offer them in terms of competitiveness and environmental 
performance  

• to offer students an approach  to the world of ceramics and to disclose how green policies for 
energy savings  can be applied to the ceramic sector. 

• To show politicians how European funding can support innovation, economic growth and 
environmental targets in the Civita Castellana district. 

The successful completion of the project was herewith used as a flywheel to interest the entire community 
in the multiple challenges this industry, that is the biggest of this district, is currently facing.   

The conference featured a morning session opened by vice chairman of Confindustria Ceramica Augusto 
Chiarrocchi who outlined the main problems and challenges of the industry. 

The main results achieved in the construction and use of the pilot intermittent kiln were illustrated by Eng. 
Antonio Fortuna, project manager on behalf of SE.TE.C. srl.  

The results of the evaluation of its environmental and socio-economic impacts from a life cycle perspective 
was the subject of the intervention of Eng. Deva D’Angelo and Dr. Eleonora Vannuzzi,  from Life Cycle 
Engineering Srl of Turin, partner of the project along with Kerasan Srl. 

A round table permitted the audience to intervene and enter in discussion with speakers, which was 
followed by an animated lunch. Thereafter, participants could visit the pilot plant and receive more 
detailed technical information on its functioning. 
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3. Conference Proceedings 
Domenico Fortuna welcomed the audience.  He took the occasion to present the book “Firing 
sanitaryware” that was recently published and was written by him, Antonio Fortuna, Elisabetta Martini e 
Alessandro Pavese. It deals not so much with the equipment but in particular with the process.  

 

He gave the floor to Mr. Augusto Ciarrocchi, vice president of Confindustria Ceramica. He highlighted that 
in Italy nowadays sanitaryware is made nearly only in this district. Although at global level its production is 
very small, from a qualitative point of view it is important and receives much attention from big global 
players. The asset of the Economick initiative is the wish to invest and to look at the future. The crisis could 
have halted, suspended, the trend of investments and research, but apparently it did not. Innovation 
regards both the product and its design as well as production technologies.  

There are several dynamics that call for innovation: 

• at social level: silica has been identified amongst the potentially carcinogenic substances   
• at energy level: Italy’s energy prices are amongst the highest worldwide. Indeed, also this 

district has kept up-to-date with the state-of-the-art in this respect.  
• at emissions level: regulations tend to become more and more stringent  
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Regional Councillor of the governing political party Enrico Panunzi took the floor. He declared that the 
region is fully available to support innovation in the ceramic district of Civita Castellana and remembered 
that the region offers support only by grants. He recalled that Civita Castellana shows an economic 
recovery and appreciates this initiative that goes in the right direction. At regional level, a systemic 
approach is needed. Shortly regional counsellors will come to Civita Castellana and Mr. Panunzi is available 
to facilitate an engagement of sector stakeholders in this event.   
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At this point, Antonio Fortuna presented to the audience the objectives, activities and results of the 
ECONOMICK project, highlighting the most important technical innovations introduced in the intermittent 
kiln. 

After a short coffee break, Eleonora Vannuzzi of Life Cycle Engineering Srl took the floor to introduce the 
Life Cycle Assessments performed during the project. Before focusing the project, she explained to the 
audience the concept of sustainability and how social and environmental aspects are part of the durability 
of economic activity. 
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Her colleague at LCE Deva D’Angelo then presented the results of the environmental Life Cycle Assessment 
(LCA) and Vannuzzi the Life Cycle Costing (LCC). In conclusion, D’Angelo presented the social Life Cycle 
Assessment (S-LCE). 

 

Herewith the scheduled presentations were finished, and it was time for a round table. Gertruud van Leijen 
of Van Leijen Srl moderated the discussions, while Antonio Fortuna, Deva D’Angelo and Eleonora Vannuzzi 
were available for answering questions and intervening in the discussion. 
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The following issues were discussed. 

• Technologies applicability to a traditional kiln  
In a traditional intermittent kiln, the O2 probe and burners can be used. The O2 probe is simple to 
insert, but obviously savings achieved would not be the same as with the ECONOMICK kiln. The 
probe allows to better adjust the kiln with a reduced benefit of 5-7% (150 kcal / kg of fired product) 
compared to the normally registered 2400-2600 kcal / kg.   The substitution of traditional burners 
with COEL burners implies a greater but feasible investment. Instead it would be an excessive 
expense to modify the insulation of the combustion chamber because it would mean rebuilding. 
 

• Production 
Economick kiln allows to produce both vitreous china and fire clay pieces. There were no variations 
concerning this with respect to a traditional intermittent kiln. The charge remains the same. 
 

• Insulation 
In the Economick kiln the choice of materials for insulation was an important aspect. In view of the 
forthcoming prohibition of glass fibre, SE.TE.C. trialled an ecological product, with excellent 
insulation properties but the fibre tended to pulverize and thus to spoil the sanitaryware pieces. It 
was necessary to cover the material with a layer of a refractory texture called ALSITEX.  
The CERABORD fiber (in panels) used for the final layer of the combustion chamber showed signs of 
wear due to firing cycles. In fact, defects due to dust released by this fiber were observed on the 
surface of the fired pieces. For this reason, it was covered with a sheet of insulating material. 
Actually kiln first layer is in Cordierite because ceramic fiber is forbidden by EU norms. 
Unfortunately, this material is very heavy and worsens energy consumption of 400-500 Kcal/kg. 
A first solution, as seen in Economick firing tests, could be ecological fiber but this latter is not 
durable and affects sanitaryware final quality. For these reason SE.TE.C.  will suggest to use 
Cordierite for future Economick kiln despite bigger energy consumption and longer firing cycles. In 
any case future shuttle kiln will guarantee at least 30% thermal energy saving. 
 

• Structural stress compared to the traditional one 
From the data obtained in 6 months we verified a good structural stability with different cycles and 
temperatures. The weak point could be the steel exchanger. It could wear out and a replacement 
would be necessary within 2-3 years, at an important cost. To ensure a longer duration, the air 
temperature could be lowered to 400°C, instead of the 600°C used in Economick. This would mean 
lasting about 10 years and an exchanger maintenance linked to cleaning the smoke side. 
 

• Heating issues 
Is the steel exchanger subject to wear and is it subject to replacement over the years? Should the 
replacement maintenance cost be considered? 
Eng. Fortuna explained that from his experience in Sinca ceramics and otherfactories where steel 
exchangers were used, a function of about 10 years was observed, and maintenance was simply an 
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annual cleaning. About the heat exchanger, previous experiences on tunnel kiln demonstrate that 
this latter can last at least 15 years. This is possible if there is a correct maintenance once a year. 
Therefore both in an Economick and in other kilns the exchangers can last 10-15 years. In the 
Economick the type of maintenance operations do not change compared to another intermittent 
kiln. 
 

• Burners type 
Burners: what are their characteristics?  Eng. Antonio Fortuna explains that in Economick was used 
the IPEG-Coen burners patented by SE.TE.C.. In particular the IPEG-Coel burners have 2 main 
features:  

• two combustion air inlet to adjust oxygen percentage inside the kiln. 
• Different nozzle position to set up flame speed. 

 
• Firing curve  

How is the firing curve divided, given that the Economick cycle is shorter than that used in the 
traditional kiln? 
The firing cycle had 7 hours for heating and 5 for cooling.  
 

• Thickness of sanitaryware pieces  
The Economick kiln has shown to allow for a reduction in the thickness of pieces.  

The audience was asked if they see advantages in this possibility and if they would apply it.  

A sanitaryware consultant states that abroad the weight of pieces is considered pivotal: especially 
low price products should have a low weight, but also the Civita Castellana district, with high quality 
products, should pay attention to this aspect. Especially in fireclay, representing usually huge 
thickness, this could reduce sensibly its costs.  

Gianluca Andorno of Kerasan, the project partner that trialled the kiln, points out that casting 
defects are accentuated in less thick pieces; indeed, thicker pieces are in general aesthetically 
better showing more robustness. Thus, reducing thickness means a more complicated production, 
not only related to the firing.   

Domenico Fortuna acknowledged that the issue is complex. Reduced thickness means a lower 
consumption of raw materials, shorter firing cycles, major flexibility in production, lower transport 
costs. But one should well consider load resistance, that depends on thickness as well as design, 
and thus reducing thickness impacts on the modelling and on the bonding. Investing in such design 
and process review could however be worth the effort if you consider the potential cost reductions: 
clay, kaolin and chamotte are all imported from abroad, only quartz does not require importation, 
so a 3% of cost reduction is easily achievable and significant. Moreover, in fireclay, reduction of 
bonding also reduces the wear of moulds and thus lengthen their lifetime.  Anyhow, it is clear that 
for a new company it is quite easy to implement this from the start, while it is far more difficult for 
an existing company to do so. 
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Augusto Ciarrocchi pointed out that also from a social perspective reduction of thickness and thus 
weight would be very welcome: in particular, in these districts, population is getting older and rules 
impede to carry weight above certain limits. Moreover, the environment is benefited, not only by 
the reduction of raw material use but also by the less heavy transport (energy, consumption of 
tires).  

• Investments  
The discussion was  brought to the question which challenges are considered more worth the 
investment, recalling in mind the list of social, environmental, costs and regulation issues, 
mentioned  during the morning by Mr. Ciarrocchi, that push the sector to innovate.   

Generally spoken investments to reduce energy consumption, having an economic and an 
environmental benefit, are most likely to be object of important investment. However, Mr. 
Ciarrocchi pointed out that social issues are also much considered nowadays by companies. This is 
especially the case for the SME’s in the district, being so closely linked with the community of Civita 
Castellana and the other villages around, differently from many big companies built far away from 
cities. Here relationships between entrepreneurs and personnel are very close and relationships 
lasting since decades between entire families. Moreover, a cooperative approach has always been 
typical in this area, which is also shown for example by charity companies provide to the city, to 
cultural or other assets.  

Domenico Fortuna added that lately also big industries pay some more attention to these issues, 
motivated by the importance these aspects nowadays represent for their corporate image.    

• “Green” added value 
The audience agreed that the sanitaryware supply chain of the district is relatively green if 
compared to those of many foreign countries. For example, gypsum is recovered and often heat 
from the kiln is used for heating the buildings. Companies pay more and more attention to 
sustainable innovation. 
However, it appears that it is difficult to sell this green asset to customers, to profile producers’ 
engagement in this matter. As long as the eco-sustainability concerns the use of the product, like 
toilets consuming less water, it is rewarded by consumers because fiscally interesting (LEEDS 
certification). It appears that in general consumers in North Europe are more attentive to these 
issues than others. 
In public procurement, Leeds certification and EPD (Environmental Product Declarations) are more 
and more required, and as most of the small companies in the district don’t have an EPD, they are 
excluded. In case of absence of applicants having EPDs or Leed certification, tenders often go for 
the lowest price and thus Chinese companies win them.  
Companies accuse a lack of certification instruments in the sector. ISO 14001 certification for 
example, is no longer enough to demonstrate a company’s environmental leadership. An Ecolabel 
certification, valid in Europe, could be the perfect way for communicating to consumers the 
environmental excellence of certain products, but nowadays Ecolabel is not applicable to ceramic 
products except for tiles. Moreover, the label is product-specific and is perceived as too expensive 
by Italian SMEs wishing to achieve a certification for several product lines. 
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On the other side, Environmental Product Declarations may be a valuable & internationally-
recognized tool for B2B (business to business) communication. 
While an Ecolabel certifies a determined environmental standard, usually tenders require an EPD. 
The EPD is not a certification of a determined achieved environmental standard, but certifies the 
environmental data measured for a product group. An EPD allows the tenderer to compare the 
environmental value of the products it wishes to acquire. An EPD regards the environmental 
footprint of the entire life cycle of the product, from the production of its raw materials until the 
disposal at end-of-life. Overall, an EPD is much more interesting for companies, because it can be 
developed on a group of products and not only a single product; it provides access to public 
tenders; and it could be very well used to highlight the green achievements of the company in its 
communications to customers and stakeholders. Moreover, the EPD involves the application of Life 
Cycle Assessment, which could help companies to determine their environmental hotspots to work 
on. 
For those companies that take their social responsibility seriously, also a Social Life Cycle 
Assessment (S-LCA) could be very worthy to communicate their efforts to consumers.   
   

5. Conclusions 
The final conference allowed SE.TE.C.  to present the results and provide an evaluation of the prototype to 
be compared by users with their traditional ones. It offered a great opportunity to inform the target group 
and receive their feedback on technical issues before stepping up the commercial sales.  

The occasion offered also a significant opportunity for the audience to learn more about Life cycle 
assessments and their usefulness, while at the same time the sector’s bottlenecks in this respect became 
clear, for policy makers and experts.  

Lastly, the event enabled the sanitaryware sector to showcase its excellence and potential: on the one hand 
sensitising local and regional policy makers on the importance to invest in innovation of this industry to 
keep up with the competitors. On the other hand removing the old-fashioned image of the sector amongst 
teenagers that shortly will have to decide in which direction to proceed their studies. Assisting to 
innovations and listening to highly competent participants discussing them, makes the sector again 
attractive to them, which is needed to provide for the new generation of qualified employees.  

 

6. Annexes 
Annex 1.  Presentation: Objectives and results of the construction of and tests with the ECONOMICK kiln 
(Antonio Fortuna, SE.TE.C.) 
Annex 2. Presentation: Environmental, Social and Economic Analysis of the innovative ECONOMICK kiln 
(Deva D’Angelo and Eleonora Vannuzzi, Life Cycle Engineering Srl) 



ECONOMICK SHUTTLE KILN
Final conference
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Civita Castellana

ANNEX 1





Goals:

• - 45% energy consumption

• -50/55 % NOx emissions

• Short firing cycle ( 12 hours )

• Cold wall temperature < 60 °C
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Working principle
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3D Mechanical Design
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Thermal design

Simu-therm software has allowed us to verify the various
conformations of the kiln walls. The simulation study was continued
at this stage find a final insulation compatible with constructive
requirements.



test

Max outside

temperature

(°C)

heat absorption

inside (MJ/m2)

heat release 

outside (MJ/m2)

total heat

balance inside 

(MJ/m2)

total

thickness

(mm)

1 54,8 37,56 14.69 22,87 380

2 46,2 36,90 15.89 21,01 380

3 53,1 37,42 14.82 22,60 380

4 49,5 37,39 15.06 22,33 330

5 55,8 35,90 13.68 22,22 355

6 62,6 35,60 12.04 23,56 355

7 58,5 38,23 14.17 24,06 370

8 55,2 34,44 12.62 21,82 365

9 90,9 62,26 28.86 33,40 327



short

Kiln

cycle

Max outside 

temperature 

(°C)

heat absorption inside 

(MJ/m2)

Heat release outside

(MJ/m2)

total heat balance 

inside (MJ/m2)

2 33,1 27,80 11.65 16,15

9 66,8 48,70 27.35 21,35

Sanitaryware

refiring

Max outside 

temperature 

(°C)

heat absorption 

inside (MJ/m2)

Heat Release 

outside (MJ/m2)

total heat balance inside

(MJ/m2)

2 48,0 31,80 13.97 17.83

9 77,8 58,35 27,82 18,27
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Kiln installation and working
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ECONOMICK

TRADITIONAL SHUTTLE KILN

Door                                                             lateral side                                      particular of the lateral side

Door                                                             lateral side                                      particular of the lateral side
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To improve combustion efficiency and to better

check atmosphere inside the kiln, Setec staff

introduced an O2 probe and modified Economick

software in this way:

 The updated software version permits to select

O2 atmosphere for every firing step.

 O2 Probe continuously checks kiln atmosphere to

respect chosen value.



Product quality check Temperature homogenity check

According to standards EN 997,EN 
14528, EN 14688

By means of refractory cones
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Results:

• - 47% energy consumption

• T max combustion air > 350 °C

• Cold wall temperature <  50°C

• Firing curve  < 12 hours 
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Thanks for your attention !!

.
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Final Conference
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SETEC PREMISES – Civita Castellana
PALAZZO FORTUNA – Civita Castellana 

Partner: LIFE CYCLE ENGINEERING
Contact: Gian Luca Baldo
Tel: +39 011 2257311
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ANNEX 2



Partner:
LIFE CYCLE ENGINEERING

Sostenibi…che?



Partner:
LIFE CYCLE ENGINEERING

Di cosa parliamo?
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Partner:
LIFE CYCLE ENGINEERING

Una nuova visione



Partner:
LIFE CYCLE ENGINEERING

Da problema ambientale



Partner:
LIFE CYCLE ENGINEERING

A leva di business
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Le metodologie di analisi
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LCA
LIFE CYCLE 

ASSESSMENT 

LCC
LIFE CYCLE 
COSTING

S-LCA
SOCIAL LIFE CYCLE 

ASSESSMENT

COME MISURARE LA SOSTENIBILITÀ?
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Le ipotesi
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I CONFINI DEL SISTEMA

PRODUZIONE DEI

COMPONENTI

DEL FORNO

COSTRUZIONE DEL FORNO

ED INSTALLAZIONE

UTILIZZO DEL FORNO PER

COTTURA CERAMICA

(20 ANNI)

SMANTELLAMENTO DEL

FORNO

«DALLA CULLA ALLA TOMBA»

APPLICAZIONI DEL FORNO:

• Cottura dei sanitari

• Ricottura dei sanitari

• Cottura dei piatti

MATERIE PRIME

ENERGIA

ENERGIA ELETTRICA

METANO

MANUTENZIONE

SMONTAGGIO

FORNO A FINE VITA

SMALTIMENTO

COMPONENTI

MONTAGGIO DEL

FORNO

INSTALLAZIONE
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Le ipotesi
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LE CARATTERISTICHE DEL FORNO CONSIDERATE

Caratteristiche Unità

Forno innovativo ECONOMICK

Sanitari

(cottura e ricottura)

Piatti

(cottura)

Dimensioni esterne

(lunghezza, profondità, altezza)
m x m x m 6 x 7.2 x 3.8 6 x 3 x 4

Volume interno m3 circa  68 circa  12

Giorni di lavoro all’anno Giorni all’anno 220 220

Durata media del ciclo Ore 12 12

Vita utile del forno Anni 20 20

Carico medio del forno Pezzi per ciclo 400 2 950
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Le ipotesi
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Confronto specifico con 
il forno intermittente in 
Kerasan

I risultati potrebbero 
essere differenti in 
base a

LE PRINCIPALI IPOTESI DELLE ANALISI

• Curva di cottura applicata
• Tipologia di prodotti
• Contratti con i fornitori di 

energia (elettricità e gas)

I risultati sono riferiti ad 1 kg di prodotto ceramico

La manutenzione delle componenti del forno nella 
sua vita non è considerata

Interventi straordinari non prevedibili
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LCA
LIFE CYCLE 

ASSESSMENT 
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Life Cycle Assessment
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PRINCIPALI RISULTATI AMBIENTALI

PRODUZIONE DEI SANITARI
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COSTRUZIONE DEL FORNO INSTALLAZIONE

COTTURA DELLA CERAMICA

• La fase di cottura della ceramica
rappresenta oltre il 95% degli impatti 
totali della vita del forno

• Costruzione ed installazione del forno 
sono irrilevanti a livello di impatto 
ambientale

• Il forno Economick permette di ridurre per
il 44% le emissioni di gas serra, rispetto al
forno tradizionale

- 44%

> RISULTATI PER L’INTERA VITA DEL FORNO (20 ANNI)
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Life Cycle Assessment
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PRINCIPALI RISULTATI AMBIENTALI

PRODUZIONE DEI SANITARI
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Cottura Fase di Avviamento

- 49%

Ossidi di azoto (NOx)

Ossidi di zolfo (SOx)
Polveri
Fluoruro di idrogeno (HF)

- 53%

- 49%

> FOCUS:
CONSUMO DI GAS PER LA COTTURA DELLA CERAMICA

+ 15%

• Il consumo di gas per la cottura dei sanitari è 
ridotto del 49% rispetto all’intermittente 
tradizionale

• Rispetto ad un forno tunnel tradizionale, 
Economick consuma solo il 15% in più di gas

• Riduzione delle emissioni in aria da 
combustione di gas rispetto all’intermittente 
tradizionale
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Life Cycle Assessment
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PRINCIPALI RISULTATI AMBIENTALI

RI-COTTURA DEI SANITARI COTTURA DEI PIATTI
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- 48%
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FOCUS:
CONSUMO DI GAS PER LA COTTURA DELLA CERAMICA
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Life Cycle Costing

LCC
LIFE CYCLE 
COSTING 
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Life Cycle Costing
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VOCI DI COSTO CONSIDERATE

ACQUISIZIONE GESTIONE OPERATIVA

ACQUISTO

INSTALLAZIONE

ENERGIA ELETTRICA

METANO

MANUTENZIONE E

PERSONALE

FINE VITA

RITIRO FORNO A

FINE VITA

SMALTIMENTO

PEZZI
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Life Cycle Costing

PRINCIPALI RISULTATI ECONOMICI

COTTURA DEI SANITARI - €/VITA FORNO

Il risparmio aumenta 

(-28%) considerando 

una vita utile di 20 

anni a prezzi 

attualizzati

20% 32%

80%

68%
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ACQUISTO E INSTALLAZIONE COTTURA DELLA CERAMICA

- 28%
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Life Cycle Costing

1,2 ANNI
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PRINCIPALI RISULTATI ECONOMICI

RITORNO DELL’INVESTIMENTO
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Life Cycle Costing

RISPARMIO PER KG
• -41% costo metano
• -15% costo elettricità

FOCUS – COSTI ENERGETICI
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- 33%
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Life Cycle Costing

FOCUS – COSTI ENERGETICI

COTTURA DI PIATTI
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CONVIENE SOSTITUIRE?
ECONOMICK è la scelta migliore 
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Scelta delle parti interessate 
«Stakeholders»

LAVORATORI

COMUNITÀ LOCALE

PRINCIPALI RISULTATI SOCIALI
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PRINCIPALI RISULTATI SOCIALI

>  COINVOLGIMENTO DIRETTO DELLE PARTI INTERESSATE
Questionari per le parti 

interessate

Valutazione delle performance
(per ogni tema sociale 

rilevante)

Categorie di impatto sociale
(es. Diritti umani, Condizioni di 

lavoro)

Risultato della valutazione 
dell’impatto sociale

MATRICE DI VALUTAZIONE
(mette in relazione le performance misurate 

con le categorie di impatto sociale)
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PRINCIPALI RISULTATI SOCIALI
> ANALISI DI MATERIALITÀ

Scelta delle tematiche sociali rilevanti:
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PRINCIPALI RISULTATI SOCIALI
> ANALISI DI MATERIALITÀ

Scelta delle tematiche sociali rilevanti:
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Minore esposizione dei lavoratori alle alte temperature

Opportunità di evitare i turni di notte, mantenendo gli stessi volumi di produzione

Benefici per la comunità locale per l’assenza di turni notturni

Coinvolgimento della comunità locale nelle iniziative del progetto Economick

Non sono necessarie modifiche all’assetto organizzativo delle aziende

PRINCIPALI RISULTATI SOCIALI

Riassunto dei maggiori benefici sociali
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